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Oracle Listener Kit Message Catalog
UseControl F to search for a specific error code in each catalog.

Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122005 ERROR Unable to "%s" on "%s" Cause: There was an unexpected error running "getlocks".

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122007 ERROR Unable to "%s" on "%s" Cause: There was an unexpected error running "rlslocks".

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122009 ERROR The path%s is not a valid file. Cause: There is no listener.ora file.

Action: Ensure the file exists and retry the operation.

122010 ERROR The listener user does not exist on the server%s. Cause: "Stat" command could not get user id.

Action: Retry the operation.

122011 ERROR The listener user does not exist on the server%s. Cause: UID is not in passwd file.

Action: Ensure the UID exists in passwd file and retry the
operation.

122012 ERROR The listener user does not exist on the server%s. Cause: User name is not in passwd file.

Action: Ensure the user name exists in passwd file; retry
the operation.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122023 ERROR The%s command failed (%d Cause: This message contains the return code of the

"lsnrctl" command.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122024 ERROR $line Cause: Themessage contains the output of the "lsnrctl"
command.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122039 ERROR Usage error Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the restore
operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122040 ERROR Script $cmd has hung on the restore of \"$opt_t\". Forcibly
terminating.

Cause: The listener restore script reached its timeout
value.

Action: Ensure listener.ora is valid and that LSNR_
START_TIME (default 35 seconds) in
/etc/default/LifeKeeper is set to a value greater than or
equal to the time needed to start the listener.

122041 ERROR END failed%s of "%s" on server "%s" due to a "%s" signal Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to restore the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122045 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: Failed to get resource information.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122046 ERROR Usage error Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the restore

operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122049 ERROR The script $cmd has hung on remove of \"$opt_t\". Forcibly
terminating.

Cause: The listener remove script reached its timeout
value.

Action: Ensure listener.ora is valid and that LSNR_STOP_
TIME (default 35 seconds) in /etc/default/LifeKeeper is set
to a value greater than or equal to the time needed to stop
the listener.

122051 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122055 ERROR END failed%s of "%s" on server "%s" due to a "%s" signal Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to quickCheck the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122057 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122064 WARN The%s level is set to%s a%s will not occur. Cause: Theminimal Listener protection level is Start and
Monitor.

Action: Start the listener manually.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122066 ERROR Script has hung checking \"$tag\". Forcibly terminating. Cause: The listener quickCheck script reached its timeout

value.

Action: Ensure listener.ora is valid and that LSNR_
STATUS_TIME (default 15 seconds) in
/etc/default/LifeKeeper is set to a value greater than or
equal to the time needed to check the listener.

122067 ERROR Usage error Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the
quickCheck operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122069 ERROR Usage error Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the delete
operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122072 ERROR %s: resource "%s" not found on local server Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the recover
operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122074 WARN The local recovery attempt has failed but %s level is set to
%s preventing a failover to another node in the cluster.
With%s recovery set all local recovery failures will exit
successfully to prevent resource failovers.

Cause: The optional listener recovery level is set to local
recovery only.

Action: Switch over the resource treemanually.

122078 ERROR END failed%s of "%s" on server "%s" due to a "%s" signal Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to recover the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122082 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on

server "%s"
Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122083 ERROR $cmd has hung checking \"$tag\". Forcibly terminating Cause: The recover script was stopped by signal.

Action: Ensure listener.ora is valid.

122084 ERROR Cannot extend resource "%s" to server "%s" Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to extend the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122085 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the
canextend operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122086 ERROR The values specified for the target and the template servers
are the same. Please specify the correct values for the
target and template servers.

Cause: The values specified for the target and the template
servers are the same.

Action: Perform the steps listed in themessage text.

122087 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122088 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: Failed to get listener user name from resource
information.

Action: Ensure the resource info field is valid then retry the
operation.

122089 ERROR The listener user%s does not exist on the server%s. Cause: User name is not in passwd file.

Action: Ensure the user name exists in passwd file and
retry the operation.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122090 ERROR The id for user%s is not the same on template server%s

and target server%s.
Cause: User ID should be same on both servers.

Action: Trim user ID to the same.

122091 ERROR The group id for user%s is not the same on template server
%s and target server%s.

Cause: Group ID should be same on both servers.

Action: Trim group ID to the same.

122092 ERROR Cannot access canextend script "%s" on server "%s" Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to run pre-extend checks
because it was unable to find the "canextend" script on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122097 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid arguments were specified for the
"configActions" operation.

Action: Verify the arguments and retry the operation.

122098 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122099 ERROR Unable to update the resource%s to change the%s to%s
on%s.

Cause: LifeKeeper failed to put information into the info
field.

Action: Restart LifeKeeper and retry the operation.

122100 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122101 ERROR Unable to update the resource%s to change the%s to%s
on%s.

Cause: LifeKeeper failed to put information to info field on
{server}.

Action: Restart LifeKeeper on {server} and retry the
operation.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122103 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the create

operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122124 ERROR END failed hierarchy "%s" of resource "%s" on server
"%s" with return value of %d

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to create the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122126 ERROR Unable to "%s" on "%s Cause: There was an unexpected error running "rlslocks".

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122127 ERROR END failed%s of "%s" on server "%s" due to a "%s" signal Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to create the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122129 ERROR Unable to "%s" on "%s Cause: There was an unexpected error running "getlocks."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122131 ERROR Error creating resource "%s" on server "%s" Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to create the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122133 ERROR Unable to create a file system resource hierarchy for the
file system%s.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running
"filesyshier."

Action: Check adjacent logmessages for further details.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122135 ERROR Unable to create a dependency between parent tag%s and

child tag%s.
Cause: There was an unexpected error running "dep_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122140 ERROR Resource "%s" is not ISP on server "%s" Manually bring
the resource in service and retry the operation

Cause: IP resource {tag} which the listener resource
depends on should be ISP.

Action: Perform the steps listed in themessage text.

122141 ERROR Unable to create a dependency between parent tag%s and
child tag%s.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "dep_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122144 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the "create_
ins" operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122145 ERROR An error has occurred in utility %s on server%s. View the
LifeKeeper logs for details and retry the operation.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "app_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122146 ERROR An error has occurred in utility %s on server%s. View the
LifeKeeper logs for details and retry the operation.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "typ_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122147 ERROR An error has occurred in utility %s on server%s. View the
LifeKeeper logs for details and retry the operation.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "newtag."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122148 ERROR Error creating resource "%s" on server "%s" Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to create the resource

{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122149 ERROR An error has occurred in utility %s on server%s. View the
LifeKeeper logs for details and retry the operation.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "ins_
setstate."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122150 ERROR Error creating resource "%s" on server "%s" Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to create the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122151 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid arguments were specified for the
"depstoextend" operation.

Action: Verify the arguments and retry the operation.

122152 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the "extend"
operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122153 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on
server "%s"

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122154 ERROR Cannot extend resource "%s" to server "%s" Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to extend the resource
{resource} on {server}.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122155 ERROR Resource with either matching tag "%s" or id "%s" already

exists on server "%s" for App "%s" and Type "%s"
Cause: During the Listener resource extension, a resource
instance was found using the same {tag} and/or {id} but with
a different resource application and type.

Action: Resource IDs must be unique. The resource
instance with the ID matching the Oracle Listener resource
instancemust be removed.

122156 ERROR Cannot access extend script "%s" on server "%s" Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to extend the resource
hierarchy because it was unable to the find the script
EXTEND on {server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122157 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid arguments were specified for the
"getConfigIps" operation.

Action: Verify the arguments and retry the operation.

122158 ERROR The file%s is not a valid listener file. The file does not
contain any listener definitions.

Cause: Failed to find any listener definitions.

Action: Ensure listener definition is in the listener.ora and
retry the operation.

122159 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid arguments were specified for the
"getSidListeners" operation.

Action: Verify the arguments and retry the operation.

122160 ERROR The file%s is not a valid listener file. The file does not
contain any listener definitions.

Cause: Failed to find any listener definitions.

Action: Ensure listener definition is in the listener.ora and
retry the operation.

122161 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid arguments were specified for the "lsn-
display" operation.

Action: Verify the arguments and retry the operation.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122162 ERROR Error getting resource information for resource "%s" on

server "%s"
Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to find the resource {tag} on
{server}.

Action: Check your LifeKeeper configuration.

122163 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the
updateHelper operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122164 ERROR END failed hierarchy "%s" of resource "%s" on server
"%s" with return value of %d

Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to update the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122166 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for the
"updateHelper" operation.

Action: Verify the parameters and retry the operation.

122170 ERROR Unable to create a dependency between parent tag%s and
child tag%s.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "dep_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122171 ERROR Unable to create a dependency between parent tag%s and
child tag%s.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "dep_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122172 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid arguments were specified for the
"updIPDeps" operation.

Action: Verify the arguments and retry the operation.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122173 ERROR END failed hierarchy "%s" of resource "%s" on server

"%s" with return value of %d
Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to update the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122175 ERROR Unable to "%s" on "%s Cause: There was an unexpected error running "rlslocks."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122177 ERROR Unable to "%s" on "%s Cause: There was an unexpected error running "getlocks."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122180 ERROR Unable to create a dependency between parent tag%s and
child tag%s.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "dep_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122181 ERROR Unable to create a dependency between parent tag%s and
child tag%s.

Cause: There was an unexpected error running "dep_
create."

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122183 ERROR The path%s is not a valid file. Cause: There is no listener.ora file.

Action: Ensure the file exists and retry the operation.

122185 ERROR The file%s is not a valid listener file. The file does not
contain any listener definitions.

Cause: LifeKeeper failed to find any valid listener
definitions.

Action: Ensure there are valid listener definitions in the
listener.ora and retry the operation.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122186 ERROR The value specified for%s cannot be empty. Please

specify a value for this field.
Cause: The config and/or executable {path} field is empty.

Action: Input a non-empty value for {path} and retry the
operation.

122187 ERROR The path%s is not a valid file or directory. Cause: The defined {path} is invalid.

Action: Ensure the {path} exists and retry the operation.

122188 ERROR The path%s is not a valid file or directory. Cause: There is no {path}.

Action: Ensure the {path} exists and retry the operation.

122189 ERROR The value specified for%s cannot be empty. Please
specify a value for this field.

Cause: The config and/or executable Path field is empty.

Action: Input path for the field.

122190 ERROR Usage: %s %s Cause: Invalid arguments were specified for the "valid_
rpath" operation.

Action: Verify the arguments and retry the operation.

122191 ERROR The values specified for the target and the template servers
are the same.

Cause: Invalid argument of valid_rpath.

Action: Ensure arguments and retry the operation.

122192 ERROR Unable to find the configuration file "oratab" in its default
locations, /etc/oratab or%s on "%s"

Cause: There is no oratab file in /etc/oratab or {path}.

Action: Ensure oratab file exists in {path} or ORACLE_
ORATABLOC in /etc/default/Lifekeeper is set to a valid
path.

122193 ERROR Unable to find the configuration file "oratab" in its default
locations, /etc/oratab or%s on "%s"

Cause: There is no oratab file in /etc/oratab or {path}.

Action: Ensure oratab file exists in {path} or ORACLE_
ORATABLOC in /etc/default/Lifekeeper is set to a valid
path.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
122194 ERROR Unable to find the configuration file "oratab" in its default

locations, /etc/oratab or%s on "%s"
Cause: There is no oratab file in /etc/oratab or {path}.

Action: Ensure oratab file exists in {path} or ORACLE_
ORATABLOC in /etc/default/Lifekeeper is set to a valid
path.

122195 ERROR Unable to find the configuration file "oratab" in its default
locations, /etc/oratab or%s on "%s"

Cause: There is no oratab file in /etc/oratab or {path}.

Action: Ensure oratab file exists in {path} or ORACLE_
ORATABLOC in /etc/default/Lifekeeper is set to a valid
path.

122196 ERROR END failed%s of "%s" on server "%s" due to a "%s" signal Cause: LifeKeeper was unable to remove the resource
{resource} on {server}.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

122197 ERROR Unable to find the configuration file \"oratab\" in its default
locations, /etc/oratab or $listener::oraTab on \"$me\"

Cause: There is no oratab file in /etc/oratab or {path}.

Action: Ensure oratab file exists in {path} or ORACLE_
ORATABLOC in /etc/default/Lifekeeper is set to a valid
path.
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